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American Heritage9 Will Come Alive
As Homecoming Un furls This Weekend
Parade's 60 Units Make It Eastern's Largest Ever;
Activities Get Started Tonight With Alumni Dance

Ready For Dedication
Finishing touches of paint, curtains, shrubbery, grass and
other trimmings have preceeded the dedication ceremonies
and open house for the new $2.9 Bert Combs Classroom
Building this Sunday, the building houses SMSses in business, education, English and political science. During the

For Ex-Governor

i When Homecoming 1964 un- they will enter South Second Tennessee Tech grid contest in
furls at Eastern this weekend, Street where they will move Hanger Stadium. The queen
a host of tableaus from "Our south until they Intersect with and the two runners-up will also
American Heritage" will come Kit Carson drive. The parade receive trophies.
units will go down Kit Carson
•live.
The judging for Homecoming
The scene will be downtown and end at the Coliseum.
Queen and the floats are under
KYMA, campus pep organi- the auspices of the Eastern
Richmond tomorrow morning,
•nd (he occasion will be. the zation, sponsors the parade.
Alumni Association.
Trophies will be awarded In
1964 Homecoming parade with
Dormitories wiil take on a
*0 unite — the
largest In pre-game festivities for the best festive appearance for the day's
Eastern's history.
float in two areas: beauty and activities, as they compete for
I Johnny Appleseed, Betsy Ross, originality.
the best building decoration
the Hatfields and McCoys, Paul
award.
The Student Council
Dance Starts It
tunyon, Daniel Boone, Lee .arid
Homecoming activities will presents this award.
rant at Appamattox, and officially get underway tonight
Eastern's
students began
Robert Pulton along with scenes with the annual Alumni Dance I their own Homecoming activifrom The Old South, the Salem in the Keen Johnson Student l ties with a KYMA-led pep
,WItch Trials,
the Roaring Union
Building, where 42 i rally, and bonfire and informal
Twenties, and the Boston 'Tea lovely
candidates for queen dance last night, sponsored by
Party will entertain '.he more will be presented
for the first the Student Council.
than 9,000 students, alumni, and time. Sponsored by
the AluRegistration of alumni will
friends expected to attend the mni Association, the dance
be from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Jbig Homecoming festivities.
will last from 9 to 1.
Saturday in the Student Union.
Has 84 Floats
The Homecoming Queen will From 11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m.,
The parade will consist of 34 be crowned at 1:30 p.m. Satur- the Association's buffet dinner
floats, seven bands and several day, just before the Eastern- will be held in the main cafeother, marching unite including
the Madison and Lancaster Saddle Clubs. Bands participating
v»ill be Madison. Madison Central. Model, Frankfort and Versailles, Ind., high school bands,
and the 120-member Eastern
Marching Maroons. The award<-winning Pershlng Rifles Drill
wiU al»be in the big

dedication, addresses by Dr. J. Dorland, Coates, associate
dean for teacher education, and Dr. Quentin keen, of the
English department, wiil honor Dr. D. T. Ferreil, retired
head of the department of education and psychology and "'
x
Dr. P. M. Grise, who will retire at the erid of this year as
The parade unite will line up
head of the English department.
■ on Park Drive. They will
then proceed to Lancaster
Avenue, where the parade will
march to Main Street.
At
Main Street, the unite will
turn to the east and continue
down Main to Madison Avenue,
where they proceed south to
Water Street. From Water

Combs Building Dedication Is Sunday

Editors Travel

vocation and benediction, re- rooms provide space for teaching by the departments of
spectively.
business,
education, English
Goatee on Ferreil
and political science.
Dr. Coates' address will conFully
air-conditioned, the
cern the D. T. Ferreil Room, contemporary-style, four-story
lecture hall on the first floor building takes its dominant
of the Combs building, named design lines from its neighbor
in honor of Dr. Ferreil, retir- on the campus, the University
ed head of the Eastern depart- Building, when
the planned
ment of education and psy- addition
to
the
College's
Miss Joy Graham, managing
chology. Dr. Quentin
Keen Crabbe Library la completed,
will address the audience about all three buildings will provide editor of the Progress, was
elected secretary of , the Kenthe P. M. Grise Room, a secrelated "plaza" of structures tucky Intercollegiate
Press
ond lecture hall named for Dr. a
devoted to reading and study. Association, Saturday, at the
Grise, who will retire at the
Light and apaoe character- first fall meeting of the orend of the current year as head
'
-i
U^
1
of the department of English. ize the interior of the new ganisation. The* .:.: ting fol, whose architect Is lowed by one ' week the naBoth lecture halls are built building,
Mr. Oaruthers A. Coleman, tional meeting of the Associaton the order of small audi- Lexington.
Contractor was ed Collegiate Press.
toriums and seat 326.
Foster, Creighton and ComMrs. Linda Gassaway, Miss
Large Floor Space
pany, Nashville.
Graham, and Gerald Maerz reThe Combs building has been presented Eastern at the first
The Bert Combs Classroom
Building,
with
its
138,500 In use since the beginning of annual fall meeting of the
landscaping KIPA
square feet of floor space, 61 this school year;
at
Morehead State
classrooms and 62 faculty of- and other finishing touches College this weekend.
The
fices, provides for the simul- have been added since Septem- Association was organized last
taneous teaching of 2,200 stu- ber.
spring and will meet twice
Following
the
dedication each year, once In the fall and
dents.
Special-purpose
rooms
In- ceremonies on Sunday, friends once in the spring.
Mary E. Chittum, social cluding , conference rooms, a and guests will be invited to
Roger Dlxon, editor of the
Thirty-four top seniors have
laboratory, ac-1 tour the building, at the in Morehead Trail Blazer, prebeen chosen for membership in science, Danville; Ronald Cos- psychological
counting and typing class- vitation of President Martin. sided over the meetings which
physics
and
math,
Who's Who Among Students in by,
were attended by delegates
Harrodsburg;
Anna
Rogers
American
Universities
and
from Eastern, the University
Cox,
biology,
Smithfleld;
Colleges.
of Kentucky, Kentucky Southern College, Murray State ColSelections were made by a Diana R. Cralg, business, Mt.
lege, Georgetown College, Midfaculty committee and eligi- Olivet; Diana Crawford, Engway Junior College, Berea Colbility was based upon scholar- lish, Stone; Ruth Ann Erwin,
lege ■ and Western State Colship, leadership, extra curri- English, Lexington; Mary J.
lege.
education,
rular activities,
citizenship, Hart, elementary
Friday was highlighted by
Richmond,
and
Margene
and future potential.
a panel discussion on "ResponA national honorary for out- Hatch, biology, Richmond.
sibilities and Role of the ColDarlene Hooker, math, Garstanding students, Who's iWho
Four members of the Col- in Korea against Communists I lege Press," moderated by Mr.
was founded In 1934 and is rard; Samuel Coe Irwin, bio- legiate Council to the United In the North." Controlling an George Joplin of the Somerset
Myrena S.
one of the most familiar honor logy, Richmond;
Nations and their faculty ad- explosive situation in the Con- Commonwealth, and an open
societies in the nation.' Mem- Jennings, business, Richmond; visor, Mr. Se Jin Kim, spoke go is another Security Coun- debate led by Mr. Tommy
bershlp in the organization is | Beverly Jo Keith, elementary to Wednesday't assembly about cil contribution, Marcum said. Preston of the Cynthiana Deconsidered one of the highest education, Corbin; Richard A. tire International organization,
Sharon Zimmerman, Junior mocrat and Mr. Archie Fry, of
and most coveted honors a Laughlin, business, Cynthiana;
history
and political science the Georgetown Graphic, on
the
United
Nations.
Mary J.
Madden,
English,
student can attain.
eight column format verMr.
Kim,
instructor
of
politimajor,
told
her audience about the
Berea; Letltia A. Midden, Engsus the five column format.
Students recognized by this llsh
cal
science,
trace*
the
history
UNESCO,
especially
its
work
ncminated I
Cynthiana. and Emma Sue
Reeves Answers
organization
In reducing hunger and disease
Dr? Adron Doran, president
from about 775 universities Noland, elementary education, of the UN, going back as far in underdeveloped area:).
as
the
founding
of
the
organi,
of Morehead. was toastmaster
and colleges throughout the Richmond.
Betty F. Peyton, elementary zation on Oct. 24, In the year
Middle East Cited
at a banquet in the Student
United States.
Just
following
the
end
of
Lawrenceburg;
Each member la awarded a education,
Tawfig Chihade, a graduate House that night. The guest
World
War
H.
He
referred
to
certificate of membership by SandraLee Phillips, art South
student from Syria, described speaker was Mr. Ben Reeves,
the society, and his name and | Fort Mitchell; Thomas Eugene the union as a "peace system." the UN's work in the Middle managing editor of the LouisMarcum Describes
ville Courier-Journal.
activities ere listed in the Roark. history, Hebron; FranRoberts,
English,
Marvin Marcum, a soph- East, particularly In the disAfter
speaking
on
the
"Blue Book," which is publish- cis Jay
pute
between
the
Arab
world
Richmond; Sara Ellen Sarles. omore from Richmond, describcareer of Journalism, Reeves
ed annually.
and
Israel.
He
wore
his
native
biology.
New
Albany,
Ind.,
and
ed the makeup of the Security costume which he said is worn answered questions, one of
Eastern
students honored
the
this year and their college Ann C. Skinner, elementary Council, calling the Council only for special occasions now. which was concerning
'
"diverse, generous and ambiticoverage of the presidential
major areas, are: Glenna Alice education, Richmond.
Dr.
Frank
Tinder,
pastor
of
election. The question was,
Diane F. Taylor, physical ous." Security Council actions
Asbury, business, Montlcello;
Sandra L. Banks, elementary education and math, Louis- may range from recommenda- the First Christian Church, de- "Do you feel It is the responlivered
the
devotion
and
Wilsibility
of a newspaper to supeducation, Carroll ton; Anne A. ville; Mary C. Thomas, math, tions for the severance of ecoBean, home economics, Maya- Anchorage; Mona L. Willough- nomic or diplomatic relations liam Prescott, flutist and mem- port a candidate? Isn't this
ville; Carolyn M. Brown, busi-'by, music, Richmond; Connie between nations, to more dra- ber of the department of music the trend?"
"I hope you are wrong," was
ness,
Laconia, Ind.; James IR. Wills, elementary education, matic action, such as the use presented the musical arrangement, "Carnival of Venice."
Reeves'
reply. "I hate to
Thornton Brown,
industrial! Cynthiana; Martha Sue Wil- of the blockade.
Tom Coffey, president of the think that any good newspaper
"Most dramatic of all the
arts, Versailles, and Janny G son, business, Richmond, and
Caudill. elementary education, < Pete
Durbin
Wolfinbarger, Council's actions," Marcum CCUN, presided over tha as- would sacrifice proper news
coverage because of partiality.
Cynthiana.
business, Hamilton, Ohio.
•aid, "was certainly the action sembly.

Dedication ceremonies and
an open house for the new
$2.9 Bert Combs Classroom
Building begin at 2 p.m. Sunday.
The dedication will be made
by Professor VW L. Keene of
the department of English,
following three brief addresses,
by Dr. J. Dorland Coates, associate dean for teacher education, Dr. Quentin Keen, associate professor of English,
and General Jo M. Ferguson,
former attorney-general, Commonwealth of Kentucky.

Dean W. J. Moore will introduce distinguished guests in
an
audience of
educators.
State officials, Eastern faculty
and staff, and the general
public. Miss
Nancy Davis,
pianist, and Donald Heniickson, baritone, both of Eastern's department of music faculty, will appear on the dedication program.
Two Richmond pastors, the
Rev. Frank Tinder of the First
Christian Church, and the Rev.
E. N. Perry of the First tBaptlst Church, will offer the In-

teria. Following the football
game, the Alumni Association
will host old grads to a coffee
In Walnut Hall at 4 p.m.
1954 Team Guests
Special guests of the college
this weekend will be members
of the OVC championship team
of 1954, which played in the
Tangerine Bowl. The former
players, their wives and families will be honored by a special
reunion luncheon in the Student Union Building at 11:30.
The ex-players will sit on the
sidelines during the game that
afternoon.
Following the game, a reception is planned by Glenn Preanell, coach of the 1954 team,
and Mrs. Presnell. He Is now
athletic director at Eastern.
That evening, another reception, followed by a dinner and
dance is planned at the Madison Country Club.

Eastern Sends 221 Students
To 48 Off-Campus Locations

Two hundred and twenty-one
Eastern .seniors are performing
student teaching In 48 offcampus elementary and secondary schools located throughout the state and Model Labortary School.

In making the announce- Station,
ment. Dr. J. Dorland Coates, I Carrollton High, Covington
associate dean of instruction' Holmes, Daniel Boone (Madlfor teacher education, said'son County), Danville High,
said that these students have Durrett High (Jefferson Councompleted six weeks of prepa- ty), Eastern High (Jefferson
ration by observing and study- County), Eubank High, Fairing methods of highly-trained view High (Boyd County), and
professional teachers.
Franklin County.
Of the total, 65 will perform
More Listed
student teaching at the eleGeorge Rogers Clark, Harmentary level and 156 In the
lan, Harrodsburg, High lands
secondary area.
The largest number of stu- (Campbell County), Hogsett
dents teaching at the secon- Elementary (Boyle County),
dary level are in the field of Irvine High, Jennie Rogers Elephysical
education,
where mentary (Boyle County), Johns
there are 31. Business ranks Creek High (Pike County), and
second with 23; English and Kingston (Madison County).
social studies next with 18,
Kirksville (Madison County),
and Industrial arts has 17.
Kit Carson (Madison County),
Lee
County, Livingston, LonSometimes it is Impossible to
Success Brings Degree
don, Madison High, Madison
give equal space to all candiProfessional degrees are Central, Mayfleld (Madison
dates when one of them does
not provide as much news as awarded to those who success- County), Memorial (Lincoln
the other. However, a news- fully complete their student County), Mercer County, Monpaper should report all that teaching and other required tlcello, Mt. Vernon, and Model
curricula for the bachelor's de- Laboratory School.
Is news-worthy."
gree.
Newport, North Hardin, Old'Saturday
morning
there
About 80 per cent of East- ham County, Richmond Junior
were sectional meetings and a
ern's
13,000
graduates
have
en'(Madison County), Shawnee
panel on "Coverage of the
Campus Press." In the sec- tered the teaching profession. High (Louisville), Silver Creek
tional
meetings
Mr.
Jim
Eastern's s t u d e nt teachers (Madison County), Somerset
Hampton
of the
Courier- are presently located at these High, Southern High (JefferJournal spoke on news and off-campus teaching centers'. son County), Waco (Madison
features, Preston spoke on Bellevue (Madison County), County), Waggner (Jefferson
sports,
Ken
Alexander of j Berea High, Bourbon County, County), White Hall (Madison
(Continued On Page Eight)
Breathitt County, and Bryan County), and Woodford County.

Miss Graham Elected
Secretary Of KIPA

Who's Who

Thirty-Four Seniors Gain
Places On Select Listing

Campus UN Association
Presents Assembly

^^^^^^^^^^^^

Planning Reunion
Making final plans for the reunion of the
OVC championship and Tangerine Bowl
team of 1954 for tomorrow's big homecoming celebration are, from left: Carl Oakley,
offensive line coach of the Maroons and
head coach Roy Kidd, who Were graduate
assistant coaches of the '54 team; J. W.
"Spider" Thurman, director of alumni affairs and a former Maroon star; backfield

coach Don Daly, and Frank Nassida, now
coach at Berea High School. Daly and
Nassida were co-captains of the championship squad. Twenty-five members of the
team will be present for the homecoming
reunion and will be guests of honor at two
receptions, a luncheon, the Eastern-Tennessee Tech football game, and a dinnerdance tomorrow night.
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But We Need Them

Kernel Questions Dorm Boom
Hues and cries of indignation
toward the Eastern dormitory building boom and the lack of a similar
program at the University of Kentucky were printed in last Thursday's
Kentucky Kernel.
In the lead editorial, the Kernel
said, "Why is a state college entitled to more resources for building
housing facilities than the Commonwealth's only university?"
The editorial said that the University's crowded on-campus student body, and those living in town
were puzzled by Eastern's announcement of two new dormitories and
asked, "Why new housing at Eastern
and nothing at UK?"
Heavy overtorfes that the University is being slighted in favor of
Eastern were somewhat calmed by
a further statement that perhaps the
University's Lexington students are
being overlooked so that the University's branch program can be accelerated. Neither is the case.
Before
setting the
matter
straight it is first necessary to under-

stand where funds for dormitories
are obtained. Contrary to what
many say, money for housing facilities does not come from the. Kentucky taxpayer, but from bond issues that are held by the Federal
government and paid off by student
dormitory student dormitory rentals.
The same Federal housing programs through the Housing and
Home Finance
Commission are
available to the University as to
Eastern, and in fact, UK has several
dormitories and sorority and fraternity houses that are being financed through the
government
agency.
In the last paragraph of the
editorial, the Kernel said, "Prospective studentspfinding that they can
live more comfortably at state colleges, will assume! that they can be
educated more conveniently there
too."
This shows anxiety on the writer's part that perhaps lack of adequate housing at UK might result in
the loss of many good studenjrs. This

might result, but the state colleges
should be praised for taking advantage of the fund programs available.
Even with Eastern's current
building rate which has seten about
two dorms built each year since
I960, the College is still crowded in
housing facilities.
Evidence that Eastern's building
boom is necessary is next fall's
projected enrollment of between
6,300 and 6,500, about 1.000 more
than this year, and the fact that we
have 163 male students and. 77 females living in overcrowded dormitory rooms this fall. There are also
91 men livinjg in town, and 114 married couples living ih town apartments.

Sights <_And Sounds
By JIM STEVENSON
Progress Arts Editor
Raymond Barnhart, professor of art at the
University of Kentucky, although not as yet
widely known, is well established In and around
Lexington .as being a highly competent artist
A great deal of his growing reputation can be
attributed to one specific aspect of his artistic expression which takes the form of what
is called a relief-construction. These are made
up of pieces of weather-worn boards, brts of
scrap metal, torn shingles, pebbles, bones and
so on, all chosen by the artist for their shape,
texture and color, put together and transformed Into a work of art with definite purpose and
meaning.
An interesting point about a great number of Barnhart's constructions is that many
of them are interrelated to each other In a
special way. In one instance, many of these
have originated from the Mojave Desert In
Southern California. The odds and ends which
he collected from this desert, in many cases,
standing by themselves could be classified as
ugly. But the way in which he presents them,
he is able to give them significance and even
beauty. With this desert series he recreates
the desert itself, with it's scorching heat, endless sand-blowing winds, and dry death.
On of the constructions in this desert series is entitled "Mojave-Primitive," and at the
present time can be seen on display in the
Cammack Building.
This construction is made primarily of
wood and bones which the artist collected
while In Southern California some two years
ago.
As to beauty, it's more up to the individual taste to decide for himself. It 1s brterest' ing,. and very strange, and definitely worth
the time to stop by and see it.
It is on display and will be so for the
next two weeks.

Look once, and I'll guarantee you'll look
twice before you leave.
The Eastern Little Theatre's first play of
the season, "I Am A Camera," starts Monday
at 8 p.m. and will run through Friday night.
This play Is a "period piece" and great effort
has gone into authenticity in the set, the properties and the costumes, the action taking
place In Berlin in the 1930*8.
Kenn Keith, Al Allison, Liz Craft, Gail
Marsee, Larry Measle, Suzanne Ankrum and
others should set the Little Theatre off to
a good start for the year. Tickets are on
sale now, but there is a limited number. Don't
wait until the last minute.
It looks as If we might have another good
production coming to the local theater. Shakespeare's "Macbeth" will be here for one whole
night. This is a good film and anyone who
saw it on television a year or so ago will no
doubt agree. It stars Judith Anderson and
Maurice Evans and will be downtown on Wednesday, November 18th. This one's not in
Eli-i-tronovision, and it was filmed on location, meaning that there Is scenery.
Do you ever feel like a break from the
grind »bout 10:30 any weeknlght? Tune into
Louisville's WHAS radio any Monday through
Friday night for about a half hour. There's
an attempt being made to bring Drama back
into radio, sprouting forth in what is classified as a "modern radio suspense drama" entitled Theatre Five. I've heard It a number
Of times and have found It a rather interesting change from the normal. It shows,- at
least, that radio Is making somewhat of on
effort to bring about a reversal in It's mutation into becoming a bedroom jukebox. The
program is new and easy to receive here, m
leave you to draw your own conclusions as
to It's worth.

.'
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Through Giving

Alumni Provide Margin For Greatness
Today arid tomorrow hundreds
of Eastern alumni will return for
Homecoming, many for the first
time since their graduation, to a
growing campus that needs their aid
and support.
There are many things which

make a great institution^

some of

which are wise leadership, a strong
faculty, a good student body, and
loyal alumni. We think Eastern has
all four.
As the Spring, 1963, "Eastern
Alumnus," the magazine of the Eastern Alumni Association, said, "The
margin for greatness for Eastern is
her alumni. The difference between
how greaat the institution is now
and how great it can become is determinted by you—the alumni. Eastern has committed itself to a program of quality education, predicated on more Than, basic requirements, and this prbgram can be
maintained and strengthened only
to the extent that you express your
faith in- your College—through your
service, your dedication and your
gifts."
Suppport through the Alumni
Association means marvy things to
Eastern. Increased donations by
graduates h»s increased *kn number
of alumni scholarships from one to
three in only one y**r- Proportional increases in ensuing yetars could
make the Alumni Association the

greatest benefactor of Eastern students.
But, Alumni givinjg is important
in many other ways- It shown an
ingrown loyalty to the College, and
guarantees the fulfillment of many
dreams that could not materialize

Lucky Are

without St.
We as students need to think
ahead to the time that we will be
graduates of rhts great institution,
and decide now that Eastern will
have our support.

We

Progress Seems The Exception To Rule
By JOT GRAHAM
Progress Managing Editor
After attending two meetings of people
concerned with bettering the college press, I
am glad to be back in the Progress Office and
not in the offices of some other institutions.
Both the Chicago meeting of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Morehead meeting
of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association proved most enlightening. They made delegates aware of situations on other campuses
across the nation and in this state.
I had never understood why the freedom
of choice granted editors of the Progress was
stressed so. In the past two weeks my
naivete has been removed.
To state the matter simply, it isn't this
way everywhere. I would even venture to
say that we are the exception to the rule in
college newspaperlng.
Lark Responsibility
Editors on many college campuses do not
have the responsibility that Progress editors
have, simply because they do not have the
freedoms that carry these responsibilities.
To cite a few examples, a board of publications, made up of representatives from the
administration and various publications, is, to
many schools, a dictatorial body that farms all
policies and, by holding a tight rein says
what can and cannot be printed. At Eastern
the Board pf Publications gives editors a line
of communication with the administration,
and approves the appointment of editors.
""
Advisers Take Over
Some faculty advisers have full responsibility for publications. Because Of this they
must know at all times what is happening

in the newspaper office.. Some go to such
extremes as to insist on reading each headline
and editing each piece of copy.
Difference of opinion is vital to the function of a good newspaper and in a situation
where one person, a faculty adviser, controls
each page of a paper differences of opinion
can not develop.
The adviser to the Progress is always
available to give advice. On Friday morning
he reads, usually for the first time, each story,
headline, by-line, and box. He reads it critically and offers suggestions. Then the editors decide how they can Improve the next
issue.
Some newspaper staffs have to worry so
much about keeping "out of the red" that
they are forced to compromise their advertising standards. The Progress, being an award
winning paper and one of the seven biggest
in the state, can afford to set as her standard
for advertising, "We help our readers buy."
She can afford to turn down buyers who
would advertise falsely or unethically.
Editors Pick Editor*
Editors are picked by the people who
know best who to qualified for the positions—
the editors of the past year and the faculty
advisor. They are not elected in a popularity
poll or appointed by people of high rank who
are not In contact with the students as happens in many schools.
,
These four major differences *re display
obviously between the Progress and so mafi
other college- newspapers. These I can pinpoint. Ifks certainly good to be home in this
office where I can do my part to accept the
responsibility vested in Progress editors.

Twirling Corps Made Capable By Experience
By DOBETftA BAIJ.RW
Progress Staff Writer
Featured with the "Marching Maroons"
this fall is a group of six capable majorettes—
capable because they have many years of
baton twirling experience behind them.
The majorette corps could well be called
the "half-and-half" corps, for half of them are
twirling with the band for the first time and
three of the girls are blond while the other
three are brunette.
Judy Ahner, Sue Moores, and Shirley Bryan
are carried over from test year's squad.
Judy Abner is a blonde junior from Richmond and is an art major. Besides twirling she
likes to read, sketch, and visit historical places.
She to a member of the Young Republicans
Club and she plans to teach art when she completes her college education.
*
Work Well Together
Judy is in her third year of twirling with
the band, and she remarks about this year's
majorettes, "I think this is the best group of
majorettes we have ever had, at least since I
have been at Eastern. They are the easiest to
work with of any group I have ever belonged
to."
Judy has been twirling since she was in
the fourth grade and was a majorette for four
years at Madison High School.
Sue Moores, another blonde from Richmond, Is in her second year of twirling with
the band. She is a sophomore, majoring In
physical education. Her favorite hoobles include dancing, reading, halrstyling, and participating in sports, especially softball and
volleyball.
Sue has been twh-Hng since she was In
the second grade and was a majorette for four
jean at Madison High School. About her
group she jays, "We have a very geed captain

1

this year and wttfc her leadership we are working hard toward huikilnr a precision squad."
She goes on to saw, "I think mare to expected of a college majorette than of a high
school majorette. It is hard to twirl m unison
when the girls all come from different places.
Although the differences hi style are Sew, they
are very muck present."
The other reeleoted majorette la Shirley
Bryan, a junior elementary education major
from Alexandria. She enjoys sewing and
swimming. She la active hi the Student
National Education Association and the Toung
Democrats Clufc. During her sophomore year
she was a cnetnher of CWBNS, the sophomore
women's as—ISUJ.
Shirley has) keen twirling #ar seven years,
four «T which were spent with her high school
band.
One
She praises the captain of the Eastern
majorettes when she says, "I think it to a very
good idea to have one girt in charge of the
whole group who is responsible for crediting
our routines. Our captain always takes the
opinions and suggestions of each one of us into
consideration, and I think that this Is very
important.''
The three new majorettes at Eastern are
well qualified for their jobs, for they have all
had extensive experience In both twirling and
marching.
One of these three girls to blonde Judy
Agee, a freshman from Cincinnati, Ohio. Jady
to an elementary education major and spends
most of her free time dancing, diving, and ice
skating. She also enjoys archery and ebsrns
singing!.
She Was Featured
Judy has been twirling since she was in

the sixth grade, and was feature twirler for
five years at Finneytown High School In Cincinnati.
She comments about this year's group,
"I think we need to do more twirling and less
dancing. I have always felt that twirling
should be put ahead of dancing In majorette
routines."
She continues, "I think we have a very
good feature twirler this year. She to an addition of which both the band and the majorettes
can be proud."
From Pnteskl
Another twirler with the band for the
first time Is Doris Gilbert, a sophomore elementary education major. Doris Is from Pulaski
County, and she spends her free time twirling,
sewing, and sketching. She to a member of
the Pulaski County Club.
Doris was a majorette at Pulaski County
High School for five years. During the last
two of these five years, she was head majorette
for her band.
Doris comments on being a college majorette, "I think it to much more thrilling than
high school. Of course, the rouUnes are more
difficult and the people expect more of you,
but I enjoy being a college majorette very
much."
Head is New
The head majorette, Wanda Masters, to also
new. She to a second semester freshman and
is majoring in elementary education. She
plans to teach after she graduates.
Not only does she like to twirl and dance,
but she also belongs to Drum and Sandal, in
which she holds the office of publicity chairman.
Wanda to m charge of the majorette lme.
and the respensfbnrb/ of making up the rou-

tines rests entirely upon her shoulders. Concerning this she says, "I have to 'hear* the
music before I can create a routine."
She has taught at various majorette
camps for the last three years. During the
past summer, she taught nine different groups
of majorettes.
Wanda remarks about this year's group,
"They are working very hard to achieve a type
of perfection."
Dream Come True
Being a college majorette to very important
to Wanda for she says, "Being a college majorette means everything to me. I Just love It!
I have always wanted to be a college majorette,
as this to sort of like a dream come true for
me."
She also comments on Band Day, "I realized that many of the majorettes who came
here could not twirl, so I tried to keep the routines fairly simple."
Mary Jo HoH, Eastern's new feature
twirler, to featured In special rouUnes with the
band and majorettes at every ban game.
Mary Jo has been twirling for thirteen
years. She was head majorette at her high
school in Fairborn. Ohio, and concerning this
she says, "The main difference for me between
high school and college is that here at Eastern
I'do only twirling, and as head majorette I had
to handle the whistles and commands as wall."
She is a freshman majoring in physical education, and likes to participate In nearly any
sport. She to presently a member of the
Women's Recreation Association. ;
Some of Mary Jo's twirling honors include
Ohio Senior Strutting Champ! «n\ New York
State Open Contest Champion, and Maine State
Open Contest Champion. She was featured at
the Indianapolis 500 parade and at the Quebec
Winter Carnival. She also appeared on Ufa

television program 'To Tell The Truth" in
November of 1963. Perhaps her greatest honor,
however, came when she was selected Orand
National Champion of 1963.
At the present time, all six majorettes and
the feature twirler are attired in maroon velvet
uniforms with white sequlned Chest plaques and
mitts, for the girls' uniforms compliment the
uniforms of the band members.
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AMPUS 1JALENDAR

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8 —
..
6:00 ojn.
C.S.F.
Cbristtan Church
6:00 p.m.
Westminister Fellowship Presbyterian Church
MONDAY, NOVEMBER B —
3:00 p.m.
Progress Staff
Progress Office
4:10 p.m.
Women's Recreational Association
Alumni Coliseum
Student Center
Wesley Foundation
5:00 p.m.
University 101
Clay County Club
5:00 p.m.
Student Center
B.S.TJ.
6:80 pjn.
Science 310
Chemistry Club
7:00 p.m.
University 104
Y.M.C.A.
7:00 p.m.
Gibson 107
Industrial Arts Club
7:30 p.m.
EX..T. Play — 'I Am A Camera"
8:00 p.m.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10 —
4:10 p.m.
Wom«n'i Recreation Association
Alumni Coliseum
Sophomore Class Officers
Cammack 108
4:10 p.m.
Drum and Sandal
Alumni Coliseum
4:30 p.m.
Franklin County Club
University 101
5:00 p.m.
Student Council
Blue Room
5:00 p.m.
Eastern little Theatre
5:00 p.m.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
University 103
'Laurel County Club
5:10 p.m.
Cammack 203
Polymathologists
6:00 p.m.
University 201
Church of Christ Devotions
6:00 p.m.
Science 115
6:30 p.m.
Photo Club
Student Center
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U.
University 104
Woodford County Club
6:30 p.m.
S.U.B. Grill
Dancing
7:00 p.m.
University 101
Agriculture Club
7:00 p.m.
E.L.T. Play — "I Am A Camera"
8:00 p.m.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 —
Assembly — American Education Week
10:10 a.m.
Alumni Coliseum
Fayette County Club
University 104
4:10 p.m.
Women's Recreation Association
4:10 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum
Canterbury Club
Combs 206
5:00 p.m.
Young Republicans Club
University 104
6:00 p.m.
Circle
K
International
University
103
6:00 p.m.
Westminister Fellowship Presbyterian Church
6:00 p.m.
Kyma Club
University 101
6:00 p.m.
B.S.U.
Student Center
6:30 p.m.
Biology Club
Science 111
6:30 p.m.
Music Educators National Council
6:45 p.m.
Foster 300
Collegiate Council of U.N.
University 103
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
Faculty Recital —
Mr. Lyle iWolfrom, Violoncello
Foster 300
E.L.T. Play — "I Am A Camera"
8:00 p.m.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
10:00 pan.
Burnam, Case, McGregor House Councils—
Committee Rooms
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12 —
4:10 p.m.
Women's Recreation Association
Alumni Coliseum
Pike County Club
Gibson 107
5:00 p.m.
S.U.B. 200
6:00 p.m.
Sigma Chi Mu
6:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Coliseum Pool
Newman Club
University 104
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Pulaski County Club
University 101
7:30 p.m.
College Christian Science Org. University 201
8:00 p.m.
E.L.T. Play — "I Am A Camera" ,
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
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Registrar
Needs Forms

By Pam Smith, Clubs Editor

Clubs Provide Best, Largest Ever
Thirty-four clubs are expected to have
floats and candidates in this homecoming, the
biggest and best one in Eastern's history. Reflecting the Homecoming theme, "Our American
Heritage," the floats range from Johnny Appleseed to Iwo Jima. Club members have been
busily working for two weeks in order to have
all the floats finished by midnight tonight, the
deadline. Probably, though, there will be many

men students out at the warehouse putting on
the last touches in the wee hours of Saturday
morning.
The floats will be judged on beauty and
originality during the parade which begins at
8 a.m. Saturday. The winning floats will be
announced at the half-time of the game Saturday afternoon. Best of luck to all of the clubs
that have worked so hard to make this a
successful Homecoming!
Dr. LaFuze
Will Address Wesley
Dr. H. H. LaFuze, head of
the Biology department, will
■peak to Wesley Foundation
Monday. The
evening meal
will be served at 5 p.m. and
the program will begin at 6
p.m.
The Fail Seminar of the
Kentucky Methodist Student
Movement will begin today and
continue through Sunday at
the Kentucky State College in
Frankfort. The subject of the
Seminar is "Christian Ethics in
Modern Politics and Government." Reverend
J.
Elliot
Corbett, Director of the Washington Study Program and Director of Campus Ministry for
the General Board of Christian
Social Concerns, will be the
guest lecturer.

Have A Napkin
Working on the Association of the United States Army
Homecoming float are from left, Miss Bonnie Riley, a freshman commerce major from Richmond, Terry Tallent, a
Junior commerce major from Covlngton and Bill Evans, a
sophomore accounting major from Lexington. The float
carries the theme "Our American Heritage" into the pioneer
days, displaying a log cabin with antique furnishings.

summa cum

lively

Purstfull Reports to PR's
Joe Pursifuil, captain of the
PR's, said that the Field Training Exercise was a success and
that everyone who attended
learned something.
Pursifuil reported at a staff
meeting Tuesday on the Regimental Assembly he attended in Columbus Ohio last
weekend.
The flower sales will end tonight in all of the campus
dorms.
Mums will be sold in front
of the SUB from 8 a.m. to 12
noon Saturday
before the
game. They are $1.30 apiece.
itsi: Choir Sings
Special Program
Baptist students will extend
Homecoming festivities until
Sunday when they conduct the
morning worship service at the
First Baptist Church at 10:45
a.m.
The BSU Choir will
have a special program of
music, containing "Cherubin
Song," "On Christ, The Solid
Rock, I Stand" and "I Will
Sing of My Redeemer."
Returning Baptist alumni will be
recognized during the service.
William Collie, a senior at
Murray State. College, will tell
of his summer experiences as
a student missionary to Thailand this past summer during
the Sunday worship hour.
Harry Oliver will conduct a
special Bible study at Vespers
next Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday at the BSU Center,
325 South 2nd Street.
The sophomore class officers
wish to thank all those who
participated in the building of
the sophomore class float. All
students are urged to remain
on campus this weekend and
enjoy this Homecoming.

Speech Tryouts
Are Monday
Tryouts for an extemporaneous speaking contest will
be held next Wednesday at 3
p.m. in Combs
Classroom
Building, Room 204.
All
interested
students
should come prepared to draw
a topic from some selected
topics and then go to the
library to flo any reference
wwi .....>... .r.ayTie necessary.
' At the end of the hour, students will return to Room 204
and be prepared to give a five
minute speech on their topic.
The Judges will select one
man and one woman to represent Eastern at the Kentucky
Intercollegiate
Forensic Conference to be held at Cumberland College, Dec. 4.
Any additional information
may be obtained by seeing
Mrs. Mohs, speech instructor,
Combs 204.

10.99

Sizes over 10 slightly higher

available at

WENNEKER'S

Clip thli advsrtlMnwnt and Mum If
with your check or rnorwy ordor to:
TW CbMM lllnil HUSH
».. Mm MM. Oil II

•M H«TW«T

D I YEAR $12

□ 6 me*. $6

Q COLLEGE STUDENT

t<

155 E. Main Street

Lexington. Kentucky

Q FACULTY MEMBER

At the present time there
are only 470 applications for
June graduation In the Registrar's Office as compared
with more than 600 at the
same time last year. It is
important that anyone planning on graduating at that
time complete the proper
form now.
The terminal date for application is the end of this
semester. Forms are available In the Registrar's Office.
If a student Is enrolled In
an extension class he may
secure the forms by writing
that office.
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^Placement; Positions
Any senior interested in talking with any of the following
representatives should come to the Placement Bureau, located
temporarily In the Cammack Building, Room 102, Immediately.
NOVEMBER 10
MONSANTO RESEARCH CORPORATION — interested
in interviewing chemistry majors, biological science majors,
business majors, geology majors, mathematics majors, physics
majors.
NOVEMBER 12
ERNEST AND ERNEST ACCOUNTING FIRM—accounting majors wanting to make an appointment should go to Dr.
Joseph Young's office in Combs Classroom Building, Room 317,
and make an appointment.
NOVEMBER 17
BELKNAP HARDWARE AND MANUFACTURING CO.—
Interested In interviewing seniors who want to go into the sales
field.
NOVEMBER 18
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY — Interested In
Interviewing seniors who want to go into the sales field.

—
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Maroons Will Shoot Works Tomorrow
Against Tennessee Tech's Golden Eagles
Both Teams Are Suffering
Disappointing OVC Season

with a 40.5 yard-per-klck aver- puzzle this season, since everyage good for the 15th spot In | one picked the
talent-rich
the NCAA statistics, and his Tennessee school to be good
40.2 mean this week should be for, at worst, a mere first digood enough to keep him in vision flnisb. Now, the last
four games of their card find
the top 20.
the Eagles battling to get out
The Tech Golden Eagles will of the conference cellar, the
invade Richmond with an of- finish
predicted, for either
fense centered around quarter- E_-tcrn £- AusUn peav
hoM,
c.„i Whaley
whow anri
back Paul
and full,
full- eastern or A«sun r-eay.
The homecoming clash will
back Ron Reeves, last year's
OVC
rushing champ.
The get underway at 2 p.m. EST in
Eagles are the loop's biggest Hanger Stadium. .

Mnrmlr out for Season
, ,,.
Larry Marmie, first string quarterback for the Colonels,
suffered a broken collarbone in. the game with 'Western and
will be out for the rest of the season. Marmie, who turned in
Eastern's Maroons will shoot worse than the Maroons, losing
many sterling performances in the first six games of the season,
the wcrks in an effort to send all seven of its starts and comwill certainly be missed in the remaining two games He is
an expected homecoming piling a 0-4 conference slate.
fifth in total offense and fourth In passing in OVC statistics.
crowd of over 8,500 away hapCoach Roy Kidd found little
Marmie had a total of 663 yards and had completed 40 of 7o
py tonweow when they bust to be ptwuii of in Ws team's
passes for 434 yards. He appeared likely to gain mention on
Minless Tennessee Tech.
loss to tffcstarn. m fact, it
the All-OVC Team. Marmie is a junior so he still has one year
Eastern, 34-0 homecomin* was the ftfst time this year he
left to play. Next year he will surely be one of the top quartervictim of
the
rejuvenatsft AMfesj to single out Maroons
backs In the conference.
Western Hilltoppers Saturday, for_ outstanding performances.
The OVC Rao«*
must win the battle in order
The. eastern offense was unMiddle Tennessee leads the OVC with a record of three
to post much qf an improve- able to get a drive generated
wins and one loss. MT is followed by Austin Peay with a
ment over last season's 2-8 re- agafeat foe Hilltoppers, and
3-1-1. Morehead with a 3-2-0, and East Tennessee with a 3-2-0.
cord. The Maroons now stand the defensive unit, the HeadAt this point in the race six teams are in contention. Murray
2-4-1 overall, and 1-3-1 in Ohio ftWilf"i
couldn't stop the
and Western with Identical 2-2-1 records are still in the race
Bob Wester and Chuck Sie- A knee injury will prevent Valley Conference play with ttu.Ft-|s4 Tapper thrust.
along with the other teams that have been mentioned. The
enly two games remaining.
man
are
Coach
Roy
Kidd's
Wester
from
starting
the
Injur* continued to, take its
race could result in a four way tie as it did in 1962 when player of the week choices.
Tech, expected to have an tpH ' of Maroon resources at
Homecoming tilt against TenEastern. Middle Tennessee, Morehead, and East Tennessee all
even better season than last Bowling Green.
Wester,
a
6-2
195-pound
fullQuarterback
came out with the same records. It looks as if Middle Ten- back
season's M mark, is doing Star Larry Marmie suffered a
from
Louisville,
was nessee Tech tomorrow.
nessee and Austin Peay have the best chance to come out on chosen back-of-the-week for
Sieman a, 6-1 180-pound
broken collar bone and will
top, but if East Tennessee wins its games with MT and AP his outstanding blocking Job Springfield. Ohio, product, was
rthe )ast two games, as
they will finish with the winners. Only Eastern and Tennessee in the Western game. Wester chosen
the
lineman-of-thevmPft Wlngback Sal VerTech do not have a chance to win. Eastern has won one game consistently blocked out West- week for his defensive play
who sustained a shoulder
lost three and tied one. Tennessee Tech has not entered the ern's
against
the
Hilltoppers.
Sieends. In addition, he
injury.
win column this season.
man
had
11
tackles
and
six
was the Colonel's second leading ground gainer for the assists. Sieman is Just a freshOVC STATISTICS
said much of
game. Wester gained 21 yards man, but he has been a deTeam Statistics
this V»s* WfiuW be spent in
Austin Peay leads the conference in team offense with an In 8 carries against Western. fensive stalwart all year.
deciding which of two quarteraverage of 302.1 yards a game. Middle Tennessee, who has
backs—Floyd Hatfield or Gene
given up only 174.3 yards a contest, leads in total defense.
Van Hoose — would replace
Murray heads the scoring department with 84 points. Austin
Marmie at quarterback.
Eastern's
cross-country
team
Peay has 108 first downs and leads in that department.
Hatfield a freshman,
recontinued
its
winning
ways
by
Individual Leaders
defeating Morehead 15-43 In a placed Marmie on the field
the Eastern total offense
Charlie Forrest of Murray is first in total offense. Mike
meet held at Morehead last after
leader was hurt at Bowling
Gottfried of Morehead leads in passing and Jack Smith, also
Saturday. (Low score wins in Green,
but is lacking in exfrom Morehead, leads the conference In pass receiving. David
cross-country meet). The first
Kidd says he will be
Holtsclaw of East Tennessee has amassed 523 yards rushing
five runners to come in were nience.
food quarterback, but needs
and is the leader in that department. Fred Malins of Eastern
ill from Eostern. In the wu*d>
with an average of 40.2 per punt is ahead of all the other
of Coach Connie Smith, "It was fWFihf tW to be truly effeckickers. Jim Burt of Western has scored seven touchdowns
a great team effort—by a ive.
Van Hoose, on the other
for 42 points and leads in the scoring department. Tally
great team."
hand, is a fine passer and lias
Johnson of Morehead has kicked two field goals and ten extra
Bill McAnelly of Eastern led some
experience,
but
has
points and leads in scores by kicking. Holtsclaw has returned
all the other runners to the
nothing but defense
14 punts for an average of 15.6 a return. And to round out
finish line before Jim Beasiey played
since breaking a bone in his
the individual leaders, Aaron Marsh of Eastern leads in kickbeat him by an inch. It was a right hand in the season openoff returns with an average of 24.4 yards a carry.
great race all the way.
er against Austin Peay.
Here are the top five runners
TENNESSEE TECH OUTLOOK
Marsh Still Leads
and their times: Jim Beasley—
Although Tech is winlesa in seven starts this year, their
Freshman
tailback
Aaron
14.05, BUI McAnelly — 14.05, Marsh, although slowed with
record is certainly no indication of their strength. They have
Phil Kamerer — 14.20, Larry a sore side, still holds the
played close games against the stronger teams in the conference
Whalen — 14.46, and Brent Ar- Maroon rushing lead with 245
where the game could have gone either way. The Golden
nold 14.52.
Eaeles have a good backfield in quarterback Paul Whaley and
yards in 58 carries. He took
The win was the sixth in the the pass receiving lead with
Bon Reeves, last year's leading ground gainer in the OVC. The
seven starts for Eastern. The a pair of catches against the
cme is headed by Bob Haile, the league's leading receiver last
lone loss was to Western Ken- Hilltoppers that gave him 10
war, All-OVC Bryan Draper at center, and a good All-QVC
tucky in a close 25-84 contest. receptions for 119 yards.
»rr.«Dect at guard, Bob Borkowakl. Coach Kldd said that Tech
Western is now the second
■sicht be able to beat Eastern even if the Colonels were at full
Marmie is second in rushing
ranking team in the South.
strength. Although Eastern is favored in the tilt, Coach Kldd
with 229 yards, and leads in
The, cross-country team has passing with 434 for a total
said, "On any given Saturday, any team not mentally ready will
Eastern's cross-country team does road work at the
recently elected captains. They offense output of 663 yards.
be run off the field."
Madison Country Club in preparation for the remainder of
are Jim Beasley, a sophomore;
Maroon punter Fred Malins,
their schedule. They are from left to right Jim Beasley,
COLONEL CLIPPINGS
Bill McAnelly, a freshman; and a Junior tailback, jumped Into
Brent
Arnold,
Niles
Dawson,
Phil
Kamerer,
Larry
Whalen,
HOMECOMING JINX BROKEN: Western's 24-0 rout of
Larry Whalen, a junior.
national standings last week
Ken Greer, Bill Swanson, and Harry Faint.
Eastern broke a long-standing Jinx In the state's oldest rlvalaryFor the past 6 years the visiting team had spoiled the other
■-■ ;■-■ a * er
» team's Homecoming, but the 'Toppers put an and to the streak
last Saturday at Bowling Green. A record crowd of 10,000
attended the game.
FLU-BUG HIT TEAM: The Colonels were not in the best
of condition in the Western game. The 24-hour flu hit most
of the team last week. Although the virus kept no one out
of the game, quite a few players were forced to miss practice.
Even after the flu is overcome, it leaves the victim in a
weakened condition for a few days. Coach Kidd was not able
to make the trip with the team last Friday due to the "bug,"
but he arrived about 3 hours before the game.
ADDED INCENTIVE: Coach Kidd, in referlng to the
team, said, "I hope they shape up and give a good effort in
Western's Hilltoppers, show- tration going to the 25. Eastfront of my old buddies on the Tangerine Bowl team and the
large; crowd." Coaches Kidd and Oakley were graduate assis- ing their 1963 championship ern had only one first down in
tant coaches on the Tangerine Bowl team they posted an un- form, rolled over the Colonels the first half, but they manbeaten season and lost to Omaha University in the bowl game in Western's homecoming last aged 8 in the second half.
Saturday at Bowling Green.
Coach Daly was a starting halfback on that team.
The loss dropped Eastern's
Displaying a stout defense
LINE-UP CHANGES: Since Larry Marmie is out for the combined with a hard-hitting record to 2-4-1 overall and 1season, it looks like Gene Van Hoose will get the starting nod offense, the 'Toppers scored 3-1 in OVC play.
at quarterback. Harry Lena will replace Van Hoose on de- their second straight win over
fense. Bob Wester suffered an injury this past week and Eastern. Western had a total
Fred Malins will replace him at fullback.
of 159 yards on the ground and
123 yards passing.
Western's brother team —
John and Jim Burt — combined for a rushing total of
114 yards. Quarterback Sharon
Miller completed 7 of 13 passes
Eastern's
cross-c o u n t r y
for 126 yards.
Both teams failed to score team suffered its second loss
in the first quarter, but West- of the season Tuesday when
ern exploded 4'or 16 points in they fell 30-26 to Cincinnati,
Skilled artisans of several ing- Univ. of Tenn. scorer and the second quarter.
After Western had taken a one of the powers of the midprofessions will present their rebounder;
veteran
Frank punt
and driven 38 yards to west.
Saarnickl,
6-9,
Univ.
of
Akron;
wares to. the wdi^ciilon" and
The" Bearcats were earlier
the 18, Burt tallied on an 18clever
Billy
Barnes,
6-6,
from
delight of the assembled on- Florida A * M.; player-coach yard run. Sam Clark tacked winners over mighty Indiana,
38-20, a worse beating than
lookers at Alumni Coliseum Pat
Carey, 6-3,
Villanova; on the extra point to give
Thursday,
when the great other veterans in Roger Mc- Western a 7-0 lead with 6:03 was banded the Maroons.
Harlem Globetrotters of bas- Cann, 6-1, a high school phe- remaining in the half. Ninety
The harriers placed four
ketball headline a huge pro- nomenon out of
in the top seven, but
Brooklyn, seconds later, the lead went to men
gram starting at 7:30 p.m. N.Y., and Bob Pawlak, 5-10 9 points when Dale Lindsey, couldn't overtake Cincinnati's
(EST1
playmaker, University of Tole- star Tapper linebacker, tack- 1-2 sweep. Larry Whalen ran
Not only are the basketball do and crack newcomers in Ed led Fred Malins In the end third, Jim Beasley fourth, Bill
players of the two engaging Maher, 6-3, Univ. of Southern zone. Western scored its last McAnelly fifth, and Phil Kamteams — the capable Wash- Miss, and Sam Sawyer, 6-5, TD of the half as the gun went erer seventh.
Coach Connie Smith's thinington (D.C.) Generals will all-state New Jersey prep and off. Miller found halfback Pat
provide the opposition—among former Eastern League pro Counts in the clear and Counts clads are home today, meeting
raced down the left sideline for Kentucky Slate, 13th in the
the finest in the sport, but so standout.
the score, covering 43 yards. nation last year, in a 4:30
are the array of added enterMany Entertain
tainers Boss Man Abe SaperBefore the game and be- Clark's boot was good and meet at the Madison Country
stein of the Globetrotters is tween halves will come Saper- Western went to the dressing Club.
bringing along.
stein'e other prides, the added room with a 16-0 lead.
The last score of the game
entertainers, headed by the
I SHUSH Is Ace
grand veteran of show busi- came with five minutes left In
There's the sensational ace ness, one-legged dancing wiz- the tlhrd quarter when the
showman, Meadowlark Lemon, ard Peg-Leg Bates. He heads ■Toppers put the game awav
6-2, and incidentally, the lone a cast also numbering two in- on their only sustained drive ot
non-collegian on the
squad. ternational table tennis cham- the game. Miller hit on 4 passThe great Connie Hawkins, pions presenting the sport at es for 36 yards on the 61 yard
6-8, from University of Iowa, Its best. Richard
Bergmann march. Elmer Murray scored
continues a roll call also in- of England and Lee Dal Joon on a 10 yard run. Instead of
cluding two former Bradley of South Korea; Mike r.omay, going for one point, the 'Topwonders, Bobby Joe Mason, 8- fancy
Canadian
acrobat; pers tried for two and Miller
2, and Jim Robinson, 6-6; George Lee, Chinese equili- hit Dave Peak for a two-point
seven foot Bill "The Orbit" brist; Lee Mark, one of the conversion to wind up the scorGarner from the University of best of the acrobatic jugglers, ing. Neither team scored in the
Portland (Ore-); Tex Harrison, and brilliant Steve Parry on fourth quarter.
6-4 captain, from North Caro- the trampoline. This is a
The Colonels got Into 'Topper
lina College; Grady McCullom. roundup of entertainers well territory only four times in the
6-4, Western 111. Univ.; and worth the prices of admission whole game, the deepest penethe new dribbling sensation, alone, but part of Saperstein's
Richmond's and E.K.S.C.'s Favorite Stare
Fred "Slippery" Keal. 6-1 from format is to give the fans more
INTRAMURAL MEETING
Johnson C.
Smith
Univ.; ban their money's worth.
for Shoes of Quolity!
An Intramural meeting
Charlotte, N.C. Inman JackLeroy "Satchel" Paige, the
will be held next Monday In
son,
all-time
Globetrotter
playing great, serves as assis- phenomenal baseball pitcher room 108 of Alumni Coliand sparkplug of the Cleveseum at 7 p.m. To be distant coach to Saperstein.
land Indians' drive to the
cussed is the new division
Should Scrape foe
American League and World
of units and the basketball
That's an array of talent Scries championships, is ac
tournament.
All representhat would scare any opponent, companying the Globetrotters tatives should be present.
hut not the Generals who have and will be presented to the
Anyone Interested In encomplied a superb record over fans.
tering mixed doubles badTickets for this gala evening minton tournament or singthe years and a tradition of
Richmond's Better Shoe Store
good teams, of which this pre- may be purchased at Colonel les tennis tournament conDrive
Inn
—
M.
&
M.
Drug
—
sent one rates as their best.
test Mr. Oroves in room 134
The Generals
squad: Odie Collins Drug — Jett and Hall
Alumni Coliseum.
-re—Carlton
in
Berea.
Bowling, 6-10, last year's lead^r
i.

Wester, Sieman Best
Against Hilltoppers

X-Country
Topi Eagle*

>s«

Country Club Not All Play

In Bowling Green

Western Overpowers
Eastern 24-0 Saturday

Harriers Lose

Harlem Globetrotters
Here Thursday Night

To Bearcats

WELCOME EKSC GRADS!
WANT TO CASH YOUR CHECK?
No Purchase Necessary!
Students' Charge Accts. Invited

JAN'S SHOES

N

FLOYD HATFIELD
Took Over at Western

GENE VAN HOOSE
Will Be Replacement

Perfect for the college man

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
IN RICHMOND

V

Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
ALSO FREE PARKING
FOR GUESTS.

THE SAFE WAYto stay alerf
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

Next tune monotony m.tkes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do .. . perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
AnoUti bM piodud ol ttion LalwiioiiM.

WELCOME STUDENTS, TO

Association V-P
Mr. R. Dale Olvena, assistant professor of anthropology
and
sociology, was named
vice-chairman-elect of the Anthropologists and Sociologists
of Kentucky at a recent meeting in Lexington.
ASK was formed three years
ago to represent all professional anthropologists and sociologists in the state and to further Joint discussion of problems
and
research.
The
group will hold ita. third annual meeting; on campus this
coming March.
Mr. Olvena is on leave of absence from Eastern this year
while on a National Science
Foundation
Faculty Fellowship. He is completing his
doctoral studies and doing research at the University of
Kentucky.
LINCOLN SAID ...
"A child Is a person who is
going to carry on what you
have started. He is going to
sit where you are sitting, and,
when you are gone, attend to
those things which you think
are important. You may adopt
all the policies you please, but
how they will be carried out
depends on him. He will assume control of your cities,
states and nations. He is going to move in and take over
your churches, schools, universities and corporations. All
your books are going to be
judged, praised or condemned
by him. The fate of humanity
la in his hands."
—Abraham Lincoln

Two Eastern Students Participate
In European Goodwill Mission
By LIB LANB
Program Staff Writer
Miss Leah Scott, a Junior,
and Terry Cundlff, a freshman,
were among a group of 37
people to tour eight European
countries this summer as represervatives
of their 4-H
Clubs. They were members of
the People to People Goodwill

Mission Club begun by President Elsenhower.
The People to People Goodwill Mission Club is for persons interested in learning
about other countries through
pen pals and, If possible, travel,
The purpose of their trip was
to exchange agricultural
ideas; they found their purpose
more easily accomplished in

RKMINISING . . . Terry Cundiff and Leah Scott share
some recollections of their European tour this summer.
The charm braclet Leah is wearing is an accumulation of
souvenirs and remembrances of their trip with the 4-H Club.

S

Jimmy's Restaurant
HOME COOKED MEALS AND
HOME MADE PIES.
Opposite the Court House
Main St., Richmond, Kentucky
Phone 623-9840

Browne's Office Supply
Formerly Richmond Office Equipment, S. 3rd St.

ROYAL TYPEWRITERS—For Sale - Rent - Repair
MECHANICAL DRAWING SETS—SLIDE
RULES
COMPASSES — "T" SQUARES
FLO-MASTER FELT TIP PENS—TYPING PAPER
POSTER BOARD

CENTRAL MUSIC CO,
P

Richmond's Only
Record Shop
"The Finest In Music"
LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
FIRST AND WATER STREETS

• Alberto VoS Creme Rinse

Reg.$ 1.00—Now 88c
> Just Wonderful fair Spray

Reg.$ 1.50—Now 99c

CANFIELD MOTORS
OLDSMOBILE

Prewitts
Barber Shop

AIB Makes Serviced

Open 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.—Mon., TIMS., Thursday
Closed Wed.—Open I A.M. - 6 P.M. Fri. & Sat.
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

Across From Krogers

Junior Science
Academy
Will Meet
The Kentucky Junior Academy of Science will hold Its
annual fall meeting at Central
City High School, Central City,
Ky., next Saturday according
to KJAS state director Mr. O.
Ray Jordan, who is instructor
of biology at Eastern.
All high school students and
sponsors interested In science
—whether they are affiliated
with KJAS or not—are invited
to the meeting, which begins
with registration at 8 a.m.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Academy of Science, the
seminar-type meeting will present four prominent Kentucky
scientists to the youngsters:
Dr. Allan G. Anderson, head
of the mathematics depart
ment, Western Kentucky State
College; Dr. William Reed,
head of the physics department, Murray State College;
Dr. Pete Panzera, professor of
chemistry, Murray State College; and Dr. Herbert Shadowen, .professor of biology,
Western Kentucky State College.
Presiding over the meeting
will be Mr. Harold Bratton,
KJAS president and a student
at Durrett High School, Louisville.
The Kentucky Junior Academy of Science was founded
by an Eastern faculty member
in 1933; four of the six directors in the Academy's history
have been members of the
faculty at Eastern, including
its present director, Mr. Jordan,
i
Open Mouth . . .
Overheard at one of the
weekly Student Council dances:
Vie Hellard was approached
by a member of the faculty
who asked, "Are you the other
chaperone that got roped Into
tlu> deal?" Hellard replied,
No sir, Tm Just the president
ot the Student Council."

Phone 623-4010

DIXIE
DRY CLEANERS
ONE HR. CLEANERS

Where your clothes receive that
personal touch that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MGR.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
— SPECIALS! —
Trousers, Skirts. Sweaters,
Jackets, Sport Coats
$

ANY 4 For 1.49
MIX OR MATCH
We Mothproof and Mildew-Proof
Everything We Dry Clean.
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
S SHMTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

—
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Mr. Given* Named

We Guarantee To Please
PHONE 623-1368
240 S. SECOND

LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around MM Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carburetor and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434

STOCKTON'S
DRUGS
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The College Special
MAKING YOUR COLLEGE PLANS COMPLETE

the Communist countries. Surprisingly enough, the Communist people were much more
eager to exchange ideas than
were the people of the free
countries.
Belgium, England, Scotland,
Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Germany, and France
were the countries visited by
Miss Scott and Cundiff within
three weeks.
Warmly Welcomed
Miss Scott and Cundiff were
most Impressed with their welcome and stay at a co-operative farm in Czechoslovakia.
They were welcomed by the
entire village which had been
preparing for their arrival for
six weeks, as they were the
first group of Americans that
these people had seen since the
war. The welcome custom in
this
Czechoslovakia village
was the breaking of
round
brown bread with a pinch of
salt added.
Although the bread, according to Cundiff, was not very
tasty, he and Miss Scott were
both pleased with the thoughtfulness and friendliness of the
people.
'The thing that impressed
me most besides the Berlin
Wall," stated Miss Scott, "was
the friendliness of the Communist people, which was unexpected."
"It was like two entirely
different worlds," said Cundiff
concerning the cities of East
and Wfest Berlin.
At Check
Point
Charlie
their passports and the bus
were thoroughly checked several times. When they arrived in West Berlin, they were
allowed to leave the bus only
twice and their guide tried to
keep
them
from
looking
around by drawing their attention to specific and only
modern places.
Many buildings which had
been damaged during the war
were
still
standing
In
ruin; In many places new and
modern buildings were built
beside the ruins, as was one recently constructed cathedral
beside one that had been
bombed.
West Berlin was
bright
and the people were happy;
whereas, on the other side of
the wall the population was
drab and without smiles.
The battlefield of Waterloo
and the "Singing Nuns' " convent were the sights they visited In Belgium.
In England,
they attended a church service
In Westminister Abbey where
they saw the pews In which
parliament members sat.
London's Hyde Park was Interesting to
Cundiff.
The
people' were standing around
in the park making speeches,
and they could speak about or
crltlze anything or anybody
except the queen. He also
visited a pub.
Enjoy Island Stay
In Hungary, they stayed In
a hotel that was on an island
on the "Blue Danube." They
saw the Edinburgh Palace In
Scotland and the beautiful
Tlvoll Gardens In Denmark.
The Eiffel Tower, Arc of
Triumph, and a sidewalk cafe
were places that both Miss
Scott and Cundiff visited. Cundiff also viewed the Mona Lisa
at the Louvre and saw De
Gaulle place a wreath on the
tomb of the unknown soldier.
Miss Scott attended a V-ner
where, since they were Amc-icans, they were toasted because of the celebration of the
war of 1916-18 in which the
U.S. liberated France.
Miss Scott Is from Stanford,
Kentucky, and Is a major in
elementary education; as an
added note of Interest, she has
a lovely bracelet of charms
that
she bought while In
Europe. Cundiff is a pre-med
major from Breathltt County.
Oh Say Can Ton See
Noticed at Madison High MMI football game: One Eastern student, late In arriving
at the game stopped In the
dark. He was by himself and
hardly anyone noticed him
though he could see the football field as he oame around
the SUB and dozens of other
people passed him by, talking
and laughing. Ignoring them
he stood with his eyes glued to
the field and his hands at his
side until his national anthem
was finished and his country's
flag was off the field.

SHANNON JOHNSON
New Wallace Bldg.
W. Irvine Street

UNDERNEATH

GLYNDON HOTEL

Rivers Shoe Shop
South 2nd Street
"On Your Way to Town"

Newton's Barber Shop
135 North First Street
■MS

BBBBBBBB*

BBBBBBBBB)

BBBBBBN

MBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

MSBBBBB*

BBBJBBBBBB

BBBBBMBJi

BBBBBBBBB

BM

THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR 25% OFF

I

ON ALL TYPES OF MEN'S HAIR CUTS.
Not Goot on Saturday.

LAY-A-WAY FOR XMAS!
Longines, Elgin, Schick, Gruen,
Bulova, Ronson, Zippo, Timex,
Clocks, Silver, Diamonds, Radios,
Tape Recorders —
ONLY Name Brands—LESS At:

KESSLER'S
Richmond's ONLY Discount
Jewelry!
NEXT TO BEGLEY'S

-PH. 623-1292

Sample Shoe Center
Richmond's Largest Shoe Store
WHY PAY
MORE

WE SELL FOR
Featuring

LESS

Name Brand Shoes
30%-60% Savings
Mon. - Fri.—8:30 to 5:30

Sat.—8:30 to 8:30

Richmond, Ky.

"See us foryour
Drug Needs"

623-4748
623-6270

Glyndon Barber Shop
"FLAT-TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"

Main Street.

Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

PAGE 5

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure on banking with us"
2 Convenient Locations —
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE
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Aiding Appalachia

Fellowships-

Industrial Educators
Hold Meeting Here

National Science Academy
Making Grant Selections
The National Academy of ! 16, 1965, at designated centers
Sciences-National Research i throughout the United States
Council has been called upon | and certain foreign countries.
The annual stipends for graagain to advise the National
Science Foundation in the se- duate Fellows are as follows:
lection of candidates for the $2400 for the first level; $2600
Foundation's program of grad- for the intermediate level; and
uate and regular postdoctoral $2800 for the terminal level.
The annual stipend for postfellowships.
doctoral Fellows is
$5500.
- Committees of outstanding Limited allowances will also
scientists appointed by the be provided to apply toward
Academy-Research Council will tuition, laboratory fees, and
evaluate applications of all travel.
candidates. Final selection will
Further information and apbe made by the Foundation, plication materials may be obwith awards to be announced tained from the Fellowship
on March 16, 1965.
Office,. National Academy of
Sciences-National Research
Fields Varied
Fellowships will be awarded Council, 2101 Constitution Avfor study in the mathematical, enue, N. W., Washington, D.
physical, medical, biological and C. 20418. The deadline for the
engineering sciences; also in receipt of applications for gradanthropology, economics (ex- uate fellowships Is December
cluding b u s i ness administra- 11, 1964, and for regular posttion), geography, the history doctoral fellowships, December
and philosophy of science, lin- 14, 1964.
guistics, political science, psychology (excluding clinical psychology), and sociology (not
Including social work). They
graduate students working toward a degree, postdoctoral
students, and others with equivalent training and experience.
An Eastern student died late
All applicants must be citi- Wednesday of injuries suffered
zens of the United States and Saturday in an auto accident.
will be judged solely on the
Wallace Stacey, 27, Jackson,
basis of ability.
died at the Good Samaritan
Applicants for the graduate Hospital, Lexington.
The accident occurred near
awards will be required to take
the Graduate Record Examina- Buckhorn while Stacey was
tions designed to test scientific traveling alone. He was the son
aptitude and achievement. The of Mr. and Mrs. General Stacey.
examinations, administered by The body was taken to the
the Educational Testing Serv- Gabbard Funeral Home In Jackice, will be given on January

Eastern Student Dies

From Wreck Injuries

TELEVISION
And

RADIO REPAIR
Wide Selection Of Radios, Phonographs
And Transistors

Click's Radio & T.V.

Golden Rule Cafe
HOME COOKING

»

JOHN HOBERT SIIOKTT

John Hobert Shortt
Takes Cadet Honors
John Hobert Shortt, Jr. has
been elected this week's Cadet
of the Week.
Shortt, a sophomore music
major from Saltville, Virginia,
is the third consecutive representative of the Band Company to win this award.
Shortt is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John II Shortt, Sr. also
of Saltville, Virginia.
Shortt was chosen for this
award on the basis of his
knowledge of drill techniques,
the manual of arms, the chain
of
command
and
current
events.

Six nationally - prominent
leaders in the field of industrial education
Joined
the
Eastern industrial arts faculty
last week in refining plans for
cottage Industry in povertystricken Appalachia.
Sponsored by a Federal research grant of $8,300 from
the United States Officer of
Education, the project is under
the direction of Dr. John Rowlett, director of research and
testing here.
The meeting was a follow-up
to one held here last July,
which set a three-pronged approach to the problems of the
region:
developing the interests and talents of potential
drop-outs and in-school youths,
modifying college programs to
promote development of crafts,
and adult education programs.
Participant* Propose
Refining proposals in these
three areas last week were
conference
participants Mr.
Robert Gray, director of the
Southern
Highlands Handicraft Guild, Asheville, N.C.;
Dr. M. Ray Karnes, chairman.
Department of Vocational and
Technical Education, University of Illinois; Dr. H. H. Lon-

don, chairman, Department of
Industrial Education, University of Missouri.
Dr. William
J.
Micheela,
president. Stout State University; Dr. Howard Nelson,
chairman, Department of Industrial Education, University
of Minnesota; and Dr. G. Harold Silvlus, chairman, Industrial Education Department,
Wayne State University.
These conferences,
which
aim at setting up pilot programs for both adult and students, both using
existing
facilities
In
industrial arts.
Schools and colleges in the
Appalachian area will, it is
hoped, develop plans to teach
craftwork to the area's people,
enabling them to earn a living
at cqttage industries.
This project is the first research-type
conference
that
has been held in conjunction
with industrial arts education,
according to Dr.' Rowlett.
The Federal grant is the
second
research
allotment
made in the last three years to
Eastern. First one was a National Defense Education Act
grant in 1960 for research in
new education
media. Dr.
Rowlett conducted the project.

Coates Keeps Dignity, Gains Comfort
enter the rear doors.
New in the main auditorium
By MARVIN MARCUM
The faculty mail boxes up- of Hiram Brock is an organ
Progress Staff Writer
This student reporter made stairs have been moved down- loft in the location of the o'.d
an "on-the-spot" inspection of stairs and the unsightly old one but raised to allow the
"pigeon-holes"
have audience a better view of the
the progress of the remodeling wooden
of the Coates Administration been replaced by modern post organist.
Building. For those students office boxes.
Already obvious to the stuwho had expressed fears that
When opened to the public dents is the "new look" of the
the remodeling might take again the interior of the build- exterior of the buildin.T achievsome of the dignity and beauty ing will sport a new paint Job ed by sandblasting away the
from the building, they may with blue being the predomin- weathered look.
r.-si assured.
ate color instead of the old
The over all Impression of
The major changes are those green and beige. The plaster the remodeling is one of redealing with
the new air- scroll ceiling border is to be taining the best of the Coates
conditioning system and are white with a brush gold effect. Administration Building while
only apparent by the instalPresident
Martin's office incorporating the newst fealation of the air-ducts in the will be partially paneled in tures in Improving the comceiling which have been in- walnut, with one wall domin- forts of those working in
corporated into the decor in ated by a floor-to-ceillng book- building and entcying the progood taste.
shelf.
grams presented there.
Another new feature is the
appearance of acoustical tile
on the ceiling of hallways and
offices which will serve to
soften the footsteps on the
new, white terrazzo tile floors.
The business offices which
has been relocated downstairs
in the rear of the building,
A p.ofessionally made portrait
will be more
conveniently
in color is always a gift
located for students as they
of distinction.
It is always given a placy. of
honor . . . in tho home . ..
and in the heart.
See oui window display of color
portraits . . . then stop in to
arrange for yours.

a color portraft says
you care more

You Are Always Welcome
SOUTH FIRST STREET

Weight Problems? Tension?
TRY

MACLEVY
A world famous name for Slenderizing, Physical Therapy, Rehabilitation, Steam Baths and
Health and Exercise Equipment.
Lose inches and weight!! !!

Confused?
Splicing telephone wires In the
underground cables over the
campus is Mr. Dick Sheets,
employee of the Southern Bell
Telephone Company here in
Richmond. The process of putting all of the campus telephone wires underground has
been the reason for numerous
detours in crossing the campus.

Wires Buried
Wires, wires
everywhere,
but none you can see.
The old underground -telephone wires are being replaced
by new ones, according to Mr.
J. C. Powell, Dean of Business
Affairs.
New cables are being laid to
replace all the old ones, some
of which were first laid in the
early 1950's, and' to equip the
new faculty offices and administrative offices.
New cables have been Installed starting at the Administration via the Science and
the Bert Combs building to
Weaver Health building.
Laying and splicing of the
wire Is being conducted by
Southern Bell with Eastern's
maintenance crew assisting.

Come in and see Mrs. Woodrow Cotton for a
FREE personal demonstration.
Special rates for Eastern Students and Faculty.
———— ———— —^—__^_.
CAM,—62S-4758 or Visit SOS Water Street
Next to the Bus Station.

Welcome Students & Faculty to
•n jar
BDDBO^7C1 O K3
iWII

U0

DIAL

RICHMOND.

mJLWJm BMHIU.AVC.
423-1910
Kr.
where it's easy to park and easy to get to. Across
the street from the Colonel Drive In Just 4 minutes
away fronv school via the By-pass.
Richmond's newest and most convenient Drug Store

Free Get Acquainted Offer:
Bring your I. D. Card in and get a Vinyl Maroon
Name Tape made for your locker, camera, or any
persona! items that needs identification.

R

ALWAYS
A/AYS FIRST QUALITY*

Jimmy Taylor
PHOTOGRAPHER
South 3rd Street
Phone 623-2606

GENE SHOP
Gay Gibson Jr.
Dresses for All Occasions
Country Set Sportswear
i Feeder King

"MAJOR" In Good
Vision at College

Smart Students know good eyesight is a "must" for College
classwork and studies. Make regular check-ups part of your
curriculum. If glasses are needed, we'll see you're properly
fitted with fashionable frames in face flattering styles and
colors!

TEXAS OPTICAL. Inc.
233 W. Main St.

Richmond, Ky.

HOOTENANY
SPECIAL!

Come in and Register for Free Life Bra and
Form Fit Girdle.
Come in end Browse Around!

Make Candioto in Lexington your guitar headquarters, choose from
Classics, Spanish and all
type electrics.
Easy Terms.

CANDIOTO
PIANO CO.

all-weather
coat has
warm pile
zip liner!

367 Ear? Main Street
Lexington, Kentucky
Phone 254-9148

WELCOME BACK. STUDENTS & FACULTY
HOME OF

Penney's all-weather classic . . .
it takes you through the seasons
—in comfort! Tightly woven DacronOO polyester and rayon is
treated with Du Pont's Zepeiuo to
keep you desert-dry in rain or
snow—resist stains. Warm Orlon(K) acrylic pile—cotton backed — zips in with the first frost.
Even the nylon sleeve lining Is Insulated! In dressy, dark-tone patterns. Here's value—smart styling
too!

(COL. SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

•CANOiA

•

PRICES FROM IWO TO »2000 „

McCord Jewelry
134 W. MAIN

COLONEL DRIVE IN

L

DIAL

reg., short
and long sizes

623-2232

Where Your Credit
Is Always Good!

J

OLMXMA

u

Ml

Charge It!

Shop
K Mondays through Friday,* 9:00 to 5:00;

SairaayTkoO to 8:00.

BaSsS
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United States To Observe
Next *t*»k has been pfroclaimed American Education
Week by President Lyndon B.
Johnson. The theme, "Education Pays Dividends," will call
public attention to the importance of education in a democracy.
This annual observance was
inaugurated by the American
Legion and the National Education Association in 1921.
Observance activities will include open i house at schools
throughout the nation, exhibits

make
like a lion,
you beast

or student work, and programs
by main civic organizations.
Topics for each day of the
week will include: Sunday, Education Pays Dividends in
Better . Human
Relations;
Tuesday, Education Pays Divi-j
dends in Personal Fulfillment:,
Wednesday, Education Pays
Dividends In Good Citizenship;
Thursday,
Education
Pays
Dividends In National Economic Growth; Friday, Education Pays Dividends In Better!
Communities; and Saturday,
Education Pays Dividends in
International Relations.
Throughout the intervening
years, from 1921 to the present, the basic purposes of the
AEW have remained unchanged. It still serves as a Btimulant to moral and financial
support for public schools and
colleges, and provides a readymade opportunity for local
citizens to take a good look at
their schools and their needs,
says the Kentucky Education
Association Journal.

US History
Displayed
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CITY TAXI

American Education Week

—

HAVE A GAY NEW HAIR STYLE FOR THE
HOMECOMING FESTIVITIES!

Veterans Cab
Kentucky Cab
24 Hr. Servioe

Davis Beauty Salon

623-1400

FOUR OPERATORS TO SERVE YOU!

Open Thurs. Evening til 9 P. M.
Ph. 623-1200 — Acrots from The Golden Rule
—

We Are Now Making
Photographs For Christmas

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241

W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL 623-1930

Filling It In

STAMPER'S STUDIO

This dump truck is filling In a portion of South Second St.
at the corner of Summit at Second St. was widened this
past week. The widening is part of a re-vamping program
to make the campus more easily accessible as is the Student Plaza.

MAIN STREET

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

By Dorms

Wear Dated
Post-Grad
slacks by

h.i.s

You'll prance ahd dance and
look lean and lethal in these
fiants. They trim you up and
aperyou down. Post-Grads
are the king of campus styles
because they're absolutely au
thentic. Neat belt loops. Nan
rpw-But-not-too-narrow cuffs.
Shaped on-seam pockets.You
can look regal for a pittance
since they cost but $6.98
a-pair in 55%Acrilan*Acrylic,
45% Rayon. Buy 'em and
roarrr!
•Chemstrand Registered Trademarks . . .
fleaning that ttiese slacks are uncondionslly guaranteed Tor one lull years nor-

Alumni and friends arriving:
on Eastern's campus this
week-end will be greeted by
many historical decorations.
Arriving on campus from
Lancaster Avenue brings into
view & large football field, featuring an H bomb explosion on
one end of the field. Designed
and assembled by Miller, McCreary, and Beckam Halls, this
decoration Is appropriately called "Bomb 'Elm Big E."
Next to be seen on the tour
around campus is McGregor
Hall. The modern space program has been chosen as their
theme. A large space ship is
featured in the front yard. It
is shown pointing toward a
targe moon with "Blast Off To
Victory," written on the side
of the ship.
The newest dorms on campus, Todd and Dupree, have
chosen "The Spirit of 76" as
their theme. This is shown with
structures representing' a bugle,
fife, and drum team.
"Liberty, Progress, and Tradition" is the theme for O'Dohnfell and Mattox Halls. Portraying liberty is the symbolic liberty bell. A space ship designates progress. For tradition
they have cHdsen a Thanksgiving scene.
The Tennessee Tech Eagles
to view next in. "The
t»a* «•*»»■.'
represented By a Col'
on el shown chopping the headd
off an Eagle. Comb's Hall Ssu)
designed this theme.
Martin Hall's contribution to
homecoming: is "Crack "Em Big
E." The Liberty bell is again
used to symbolize the theme.
Case Hall is displaying Paul
Revere as he makes his midnight ride and they tell his
story in a poem over the porch
of the hall.
Burnam Hall is displaying a
model of the first flag with
its' thirteen stars. Along with
this flag will be a replica of a
British flag. This symbolises
the founding of our country.
This brief tour has presented part of what will be seen
during the homecoming festivities this week-end.
PERSONAL INCOME
CONTINUES UPWARD
Helped by a pay raise for
federal employees, personal Income Increased $2.5 billion In
August, reaching an annual
rate of $494 .billion according
to the Commerce Dept. The
August- increase was about $1
billion higher than the average gain for the last three
months. The total was $466
billion in August 1963.

KEN-CAR

Smart Sweaters for Fall slacks
Value* to 16.96

5.98

Sweaters that are soft and *mart. 100% woolens and
rkh arlon blends in favorite cardigan and slipover
style*.
SPECIAL Group of Sweaters, exceptional •* 0,0,
values
Cardigans 3.
and slipovers.

Best $2.91 sleek velvet
In town! Wide wele eer*].
vrey slocks, eerefolly
tailored wttfc fateclef te
the enkles te flatter end
trln yee. Zip et eld*

Mohair and Woof Sweaters

8.98
They're $10.98 Quality
UxoriousS mohair and wool •wasters,
sweaters, including lev
portednumbers.
nomWrs.Cardigans,
Cardigans,slipoverst
sllpowsoad ski Styles
in multicolors, solid colors and novelty weaves.

Choose from Lareje Selection
All New lor Poll Ensembles

Lined Wool Slocks
YOU SAVE $1.

2.98

Well tailored lined wool slocks in now
most favored shades for foil and win.
tor wear. Misses sites.

w.

Pretty Fall Blouses

Smart Skirts

"3" 5"

Beautifully detailed skirts in 100% woolens
and easy-care dacrbn-cotton blends. Plaids,
herringbone weaves and othOrs. Sices to38.

Adogio Stretch Slacks

5

ACROSS PROM KROGER'S.

Easy-care dacron-cotton blonds, oxford cloths
in solids, prints, check*, stripes. Long and

Pretty Tailored and Frill)
Stylos for Fall Wardrobes

. Compare with others at $8J98
MEN'S

Pigskin Dress Gloves
Lined — '2.57
Fur Lined $2.97 & $3.77

Classic stretch Slacks. Tailored to slim you
•ndthin you...toperondtrimyo*. Footstro»s.

BLOUSES

Attractive Handbags in
Shapes and Colors for Fan

98

LADIES'

SEAMLESS NYLONS
2Pr. 97c
WIND BREAKERS
From '2.98
Discount On All Health
And Beauty Aids
■ —■ «■

Shop KEN-CAR
EAST MAIN —ACROSS FROM KROGER'S

2,98 4.9
«H-site efcd kif homfbsfs .....*eor^#>■way'styles end shops* inclwdlnfl totes, setchels,
envelop** *«d ♦»•«. fcotty tWlfltne linen*,
. lettfcers, tooestrle.. -.v. so* *•*"? «*(,
:«ero»reys. Cole* the* ere rightist feli 1
Leeiseemle*. *
S*MII,

las y-care decretvoneWot.
tee Mends, gingham end
others. White, colors,
•tripes, print*. Pretty collars. Rell-ee end Ion|

RMAN
SATISFACTION GUARANTIED

3«
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Miss Graham Elected Secretary KIPA
(Continued From Paffe 1)
Georgetown and Mr. Ed Moore
of the
Lexington
HeraldLeader spoke on advertising,
and Mr. Lou Edmondson. from
Murray, spoke to the advisors.
Officers El«vt«l
Officers elected at the Saturday
afternoon
business
meeting included Roger Dixon,
president; Bob Adams, from
Western, first vice-president;
Lathem from Union, second
vice-president; Miss Graham,
secretary and Ken Alexander,
treasurer.
Two weeks ago Doug Whit\ock and Miss Graham re-

presented the Progress and
Joe Dunn, Jay Roberts, and
Kern Manion represented the
Milestone at the national convention of the Associated Collegiate Press in Chicago. Mr.
George Lyon, college photographer, accompanied the students.
That convention
sponsored
displays of ail-American newspapers and yearbooks, a tour
of the Chicago Daily News —
Sun Times plant and sectional
meetings on photography, feature stories, news stories and
sources, page layouts, editorial
writing, and staff recruiting
and training.

Friday, Nov. 6, 1964

Recruiting Team
Visits Campus
The
Aviation Information
Team from the Naval Air Reserve Training Unit, Memphis,
Tennessee, will be on Eastern's campus Monday to interview students who are interested in the Navy's Officer
Training programs.
Students who are interested
are urged to contact LCDR
Ryan In the Student Union
Building anytime Monday for
facts about the programs being offered.

New
Store Hours
Beginning Mon.. Nov. 9,
Our New Store Hours will
be 9 A. M. til 5:30 P.
for your convenience.
MADISON

Just where she
wants hirh...l

RocfcQiluDsoNfDORteiay
ToNyTaNMiL.
Vv>
SCWD Me NO FLOWCRS

i

DANVILLE

Kathyrn Shoppe

At 1:00-3:01-5:02-7:03-9:04 P.M.

FRANKFORT

Roberts Jewelry Store

==ZMIIMI0IEN
MWrWMMMI

OOVINGTON

Motch Jewelers

I MAR [IN UlLCHERPiodutim ■ > UNIVERSAL p^.t -lec&mCo&rr"

WEDNESDAY And THURSDAY!

ALECGUINNESSJACKHAWWNS

LEXINGTON

Lemon & Sons, Inc.
LOUISVILLE

c^

■ Wkintr of 27 International Awards... 7 Acadsmy Awsrds I
l*0MHjM • lECMCtXir-MCUKSrE

COMING! NOV. 18 —ONE DAY ONLY!
MAURICE EVANS — ONE DAY ONLY!
MAURICE EVANS — JUDITH ANDERSON
in Wm. Shakespeare's "MACBETH"

Sc Jin Kim, a specialist in in- school year. Purposing to creBy JOY GRAHAM
Progrms Managing Editor
ternational affairs and Amer- ate an understanding of the
Keeping pace in the- growing ica!) foreign policy. He has United Nations and to promote
community of Eastern 1* the nearly completed requirements International understanding the
Political Science Department. for his doctorate at the Univer- CCUN has sent delegates to
Since its beginning: in the fall sity of Massachusetts where he three model general assemblies
Dr. Ragan Is advisor to the
of 1961 the faculty has grown received his MA.
This •yea' there are seventy recently formed Polity Society,
from two to five and the number of people electing a major students electing a major in an honor society for political
in political science has, grown political science. Last spring science majors.
to 70. Two student organiza- there were less than 26. Two
tions broaden the studies of hundred-sixty-t h r e e students
are enrolled in the nine secpolitical science majors:
Originally political science tions of the beginning course
was a branch of the depart In American government. There
ment of history, anthropology, are 570. students in all of the
political science and social sci- political science classes.
ence. In 1961, when the deSome wm Be Lawyers
partment formed, there were
The deportment has gradutwo men teaching six classes
first semester and seven sec- ated 18 majors since 1961 and
approximately 12 are expected
By
ond semester.
"LINK"
Now Dr. Frederick Ogrien, to graduate this yea*. Some
head of the department, is aid- of the .sixteen entered law
ed by four others. Each is spe- school, some pursued graduate
work, orte of which is a fellowcialized in a particular area.
New this year are Dr. Mary ship winner at the Patterson HI BOY--.(That. Swuirts Ilka &
C. Santopolo, specializing in po- School of Diplomacy and Inter- greeting. But actually it la the
litical parties and theory, and national-Commerce at the Un- name of a new dress shirt colWilliam H. Gariach, assistant iversity of Kentucky, and a few lair style. This is not a button
professor in state and local are now in secondary education. down NOR is it a tab. The
New to the campus this year spread of this collar is quite
government. Dr. Santopolo received her Ph. D. at Johns is Political Science 330 or Gov- wide and the points are 3tt"
Hopkins. Gerlach holds MA and ernment and Business.
long I know this variation will
Highlighting the department seem new to a lot of readers,
LiLB degrees from the Univerare "its strong offerings in Gov- but it was extremely popular
sity of Kentucky.
ernment and'Politics in the Far years ago and was known as
Specialization—Kentucky
Dr.
Allen
Ragan,
Ph.D. East, Municipal Government the "Barrymore" collar — so
from Ohio State, concentrates and Administration, and Amer- named for the custom tailored
on the government of Ken- ican Constitutional Law. Class- shirts worn by the great actor
tucky. Dr. Ragan came to East- es In American Political Par- "John Barrymore," wear one
ern last fall. Dr. Ogden's in- ties haye gained in popularity with a tie knotted with a wide
Windsor knot and you achieve
terests are in comparative gov- this yea*.
a smooth appearance — "F B"
OrgMfsaOosftt Evolve
ernment, with an emphasis on
Mr. Wm is the faculty spon- at U of K is going to wear one
Britain and the Commonwealth
his new grey and black
countries, and in American sor of the Collegiate Council of with
Herringbone suit —Tip—Don't
constitutional law. Dr. Ogden the United Nations, *CCUN). be a square, DON'T ignore this
received his Ph. D. from Johns I The organization has grown fashion trend — remember—I
from a membership of six in
Hopkins also.
tipped you!
Joining the staff in 1962 was 1962 to more than 35 this
LET'S TALK — About casual
slax—o.k. ?— We'll start with
Corduroy — Corduroy is so
practical and comfortable that
I can't imagine anyone not having a couple of pairs for school,
loafing or just casualness —
Another big star in the casual
slax department is the new
"Press Free" Slax by H«I«S",
thir slogan is "Wash 'em in
Notice of publication of ar- Self-Discovery'.' — and a nov- the home washer, at the coin
laundry, on a scrub board,"
ticles by leading literary mag- el.
He ha* had articles concern- "Dry 'em on the clothesline, in
azines has been received by
ing Faulkner and other mod- an automatic dryer, or on a
two Eastern professors.
American
novelists in bush," and the crease will stay
Dr. H. Edward Richardson, ern
American Literature and Mod- IN and the wrinkles will fall
associate professor of English, ern Fiction Studies. And he OUT—This is a Guarantee! !
and Dr. Robert N. Grlse, as- has had published a book of
sociate professor of education, poems entitled, "One Beneath W YOU—Own a long hair or
shaggy type sweater and want
will both have articles In the the Sun! Poems 1948-1951."
some sox to match, look for
fall Issue of language journals.
Dr. Grtse's article, "Quali- "Brush-Cuts," by Esquire, they
Dr. Richardson's article is fications of Kentucky English
being published by The Caro- Teachers," has appeared in the are perfect to co-ordinate with
shaggy sweaters They are
lina Quarterly and Is entitled Kentucky English
Bulletin.
"The Ways That Faulkner He dealt with data concerning made of 75%. orlon and 28%
Walked: A Pilgrimage."
It the qualifications of English expando nylon and carry a
is scheduled for release the te«6her«, based cm the stan- range of twelve colors.
first week in November.
- - dards recommeiBtBd by Oft LAST. NJCWT "•** (I write on
20th Century Specialist
Kentucky Council of Teachers Sundays) I saw's, lot of sharply dressed guys. I was visiting
A specialist in twentieth of English.
my favorite place, «rf.-habitacentury American
literature,
IMKWrtatlon Published
Dr. Richardson is presently
His dissertation, "The Eng- tion, (919 South Lime) and was
completing an article on Sher- lish Teacher in Kentucky," Impressed by' all the finery
I spotted 'Karl
wood Anderson and William was published in the fall is- displayed.
Faulkner, which has been ac- sue of the Bulletin of the Baker," wearing a fine lookcepted by American Literal Bureau of School Service by ing sport coat of olive, black
and blue hopsacklng weave.
the University of Kentucky.
ture.
slax were of a blue, olive
His other works in progress
Later this month, he will His
by "Slim-Trim," with
include a biography—"William have an article In Kentucky mixture
this sport coat and slax deal
Faulkner: The Journey to English Notes entitled "Who he wore a button down collarAre Our English Teachers?" ed shirt of pale olive, and a tie
Both Dr. Grlse and Dr. with gold and black stripes—
Richardson are natives
of naturally the sox were by
Richmond
and received the "Marum" and colored dark
bachelor's and master's de- olive, Karl is cool!
grees, from Eastern.
Rlcharwn •'earned an M.A. FOUND A NOTE — On my
and the Th.D. from the Uni- desk saying "Mention Crazy
NEAR B.Q.A.D.
versity of Southern California Neil in your next column" —
4 MI. SO. ON U.S. 25
Berea Road—Phone 623-1718 and has done additional study Great — His is always good
at the University of Kentucky. copy (He is out of his mind)
Grlse was avfertted the Ed.D. "Crazy Neil," did not go
"Trick or Treating"—BUT—
U.K. test December.
OPEN SAT. AND SUN. from
They have been members of He found a paper bag full of
the Eastern faculty since^l963. goodies on his door knob—

Victor Boaaert Co.
Jewelers
MURRAY

Lindsey's Jewelers,

Please tell me how you manage
to make me look so great on campus.
The only thing I can't pass now
is a crowd of boys. Those vertical
stretch pants follow the
sleek line of most resistance.
And guarantee the least resistance
on campus. Then, total recovery
(only the pants, Mr. Thomson, not the boys).
The reflex action of your
proportioned stretch pants
is second only to the reflex action
of that Psych major I've had my eye on.
And the fit! Mr. Thomson, please,
how did you get them to fit so well?

I adore you, Mr. Thomson!

Available At Better

.PAIR(S) OF
PIF4SF. SF.NO MF._
MR THOMSON PANTS. STYLE «7MI/02. 55%
STRETCH NYLON, 45% VIRGIN WOOL, IN:
D Pl'RPLE
D REALLY RED
D WINTER EMERALD
O BRIGHT BLUE
D BURNISHED COLD

I

ALL WINTER!
In Car Heaters!
Admission 75c
.

-

— SATURDAY —
7:00 & 11:00 P.M.

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburger,
French Fries and Shakos.

Broiling makes the difference.
West Main Street

NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY
_ZIP CODE.

D C.O.D. □ CHECK ENCLOSED AMT. I
la iboM >rcu wbered* or Hale lua ire apf
aad uxmnt «f ui lo pcicx liMad.

el—. W*rr-'

3o long for now,
"LINK"

EASTERN
pRIMF'IM MOVIE
Iji/, Ml. N. of Rich- H
mond on U.8, 25 M

MAXSONS

Richmond, Ky.

YOU CAN WIN!
the "Doggic-iit-thc-UiiidW'

?*££ giant...plush
Hush Puppies*
SOFT . . . CUDDLY . . . YOU'LL LOVE ITI
Easy to Win — Just Register— No Purchaso Nocossar/.
Fill in coupon below and dopooit at our store.

BIANT H«jSh PaippiOS* FREE ENTRY BLANK
NHMU

—r-

StreeL.

jClty.
I

-Stato.

Ttltphona.

Drawing Christmas Eve.
You Do Not Have to be
Present to Win.

ftsa&dTjE&B
MM)

^INCORPORATED

CLOTHING — SHOES — BOYS' WEAR
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

LEXINGTON. BT.

Randolph Scott
Joel MeCrta

HIDE THE " v
UlCh COUHTRY i

9:00 P. M. Only
FRANCOS* • FONDA ■ H JTON

£A

SUNDAY ONLY!
7:00 & 9:25 P.M.

^■rejjasss* ■■■•*■■•■■

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE!
FRIDAY-SAT.-SUN.
Nov. 6 — 7 — 8

New!
V-Neclc Mohair
Sweaters
12.98

"5 BRANDED
WOMEN"
with Van Heflin and
Vera Miles
Adventure and Intrigue
Also—Western!

LIKE MOST
USEMkQMtY*
*

Me t ro Qoowyrv Mpyjr
ever

OT#

RAUL NEWMAN
GERALDINEFAGE
ftsmesjrkNfti

Made in Italy

"LAST OF THE
FAST GUNS"
Jock Mahoney
In Color! Cartoons

i—!«—*—

D RUBYAT
D OLIVE GREEN
D BROWN
D GREY
DBLACX

PROPORTIONED SIZES.
*720l S/M (5'4* AM) UNDER) f TO IS.
*720J M/T (5'5" Ut.il OVER) 8 TO JO _

STATE.

VISIT
BURGER BROIL

Richmond
Drive In Theatre

CAMPUS STORES

I

TO RICHMOND

TIPS
ON
TOGS

■ ■*-• \

Mr. Thomson... .please! *

•

WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY

Two Professors Having
Articles Published

THRU
TUESDAY

NOW!

Political Science Department's
Growth Keeping Up With Pace

Show Starts at 7 o'clock

SPECIAL!

SWEET SHOP
EVERY
MONDAY • TUESDAY
VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY
'/» Lb Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

79c

79c

CHMOND^ KENTUCKY

sas

sora

=•*=

